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HONDA F560 K7 Petrol
Compact Rotary Tiller 163

cc. 6+2R Speed 
        

   

Product price:  

1.679,51 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

HONDA F560K7 VERSATILE 163 cc 6 Speeds 

Honda F560K7 Versatile motor hoes for sale can offer you optimal performance for large
flowerbeds and vegetable gardens.

Is gardening serious for you? Try versatile Honda F560K7 motor hoe, which is efficient, light and
robust with a 163 cc engine and watch how it digs and turns all kinds of ground. When used in
large gardens or on large plots of land, the versatile F560 K7 is a powerful tool with many
possibilities, ideal for heavy-duty use. Honda's F560K7 versatile rotary tillers are as robust as a
tractor and have intelligent features that make them easy to use.
After years of experience and research in the field of engines, Honda has designed an agile four-
stroke engine that is foundation of all Honda motor hoes, offering stable and reliable power with
reduced and cleaner emissions.
Honda F560K7  working in compressed soil is no easy task, but the engines of the versatile
Honda F560K7 rotary hoes are up to challenge. They deliver high torque at low revs to penetrate
even the most difficult terrain.
More gears increase flexibility & power. That's why versatile Honda F560K7 is equipped with six
forward & two reverse gears. It transfers ideal torque to operate the machine, leaving operator
free to choose speed that best suits his working pace & terrain conditions.

CUTTERS NOT INCLUDED 

When using a Honda F560K7 motor hoes, it is often necessary to reverse direction of travel of
machine. Side clutch is able to interrupt the transmission on right or left milling machine, making it
easier to change direction.

If you need a little extra strength to plough through a particularly hard & compact soil, simply
reverse handlebar 180º & you're done. So you don't even have to make effort to turn the car.
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The handlebar of Honda F560K7  can be set to swing left or right, avoiding compressing
cultivated land with your own steps.

It provides a firm grip on Honda F560K7 motorhoe while it works & moves on the ground. Its
operation is also more comfortable & safer, as it keeps you at a distance from moving cutters.

What will impress you first & foremost is quality of finish. This is mainly due to the engine,
transmission unit and a strong clutch that direct power where it is needed, i.e. in depth.

If you're looking for a machine with other features then you can see our entire motor
hoes catalogue.

Images and technical data are not binding.
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Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Engine: Honda GX160, 4 tempi
Engine rpm (rpm): 3600
Ignition: Recoil
Starting system: Manual
Engine capacity (cm³): 163
Oil capacity (L): 0.6
Working width (mm): 900
Transmission: Constant Gear
Net power (kW): 3.6
Maximum torque: 10.3 Nm / 1.05 kgfm / 2500 rpm
Fuel tank capacity (L): 2.2
Acoustic power: 97 dB(A)
Acoustic pressure: 81 dB(A)
Length (mm): 1610
Width (mm): 610
Height (mm): 990
Dry weight (Kg): 53
Self propelled: Yes
Speeds: 6 Forward + 2 Reverse
Max tilling depth (mm) : 330
Engine manufacturer: Honda
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